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Symbols

e Electron

Hole

a Width of rectangular energy barrier

A 2.3 kT/e

ba Anodic Tafel slope

bc  Cathodic Tafel slope

co  Concentration of oxidized species

cR Concentration of reduced species

D(E) Quantum state density

DE1(E) Quantum state density of an oxidation-reduction system

DM(E) Quantum state density of a semiconductor

e Absblute value of the electron charge

E Energy of an energy level

Ea Height of a rectangular energy barrier

EC  Energy level at the edge of a conductibnfband of!a:,isemi-
conductor

EV Energy level at the edge of a valency band of a semi-
conductor

EF Fermi energy level

EF,El Energy of the Fermi level of an oxidation-reduction system

oEF,EZ Energy of the Fermi level of an oxidation-reduction system
at unit concentrations

EF,M Energy of the Fermi level of a metal

EF,S Energy of the Fermi level of a semiconductor

iEF,S Energy of the Fermi level of an intr hsic semiconductor

Eo: Energy of a particle
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EO  Energy level of the process 0 + + R*, where 0 has an
equilibrium configuration and R* has the same atomic
configuration as 0,

ER Energy level of the process R + 0* + .e, where R has an
equilibrium configuration and 0* has the same atomic
configuration s R

f(E) Fermi function

h Planck's constant

I Current density

i Total current

io  Exchange current for a metal

in, o  Exchange current for electrons for a semiconductor

ip,o Exchange current for holes for a semiconductor

i+ Partial anodic current for a metal

i Partial cathodic current for a metal

"+ Partial anodic current due to electron transfer in the
conduction band of a semiconductor

i- Partial cathodic current due to e&ecton transfer from
the conduction band of a semiconductor

+ Partial anodic current due to hole transfer from the
valency band of a semiconductor

ip Partial cathodic current due to transfer of holes in a
semiconductor's valency band

in,sat. Cathodic saturation current due to electron transfer from
the conduction band of a semiconductor

i psat  Anodic saturation current due to hole transfer from the
pat valency band of a semiconductor

k Boltzmann's constant

m Mass of a particle

0 Oxidized species of an oxidation-reduction system

R Reduced species of an oxidation-reduction system
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T Absolute temperature

cc Transfer coefficient for a metal

8 See text

Y See text

E Electrode voltage

o  Electrode voltage at equilibrium

Electrode overvoltage

nC Overvoltage in the region of space charge of a semi-
conductor

0
C Overvoltage in the region of space charge of a semi-

conductor less the transport overvoltage (of electrons
or holes)

n H  Overvoltage in the Helmholtz double layer

IT,n Electron transport overvoltage in a semiconductor

nT,p Hole transport overvoltage in a semiconductor

Galvani potential relative to uncharged vacuum and at
infinity

A Galvani voltage

A C Galvani voltage in the space charge region of a semi-
conductor

A C,o Galvani voltage in the space charge region of a semi-
conductor at equilibrium

A H Galvani voltage in the Helmholtz double layer

A"H,o Galvani voltage in the Helmholtz double layer at
equilibrium
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APPLICATION OF QUANTUM MECHANICS METHODS TO THE STUDY OF
OXIDATION-REDUCTION ELECTROCHEMICAL REACTIONS OF

METALS AND SEMICONDUCTORS

L.P. Bicelli

Introduction /439

The study of reactions taking place athathe electrode-electro-

lyte interface is part of the more general problem of the influ-

ence of a solid's electronic structure on the course of a

reaction; this problem is alsouofobasicTrinterest in the field of

catalysis. It is obvious that if such influence exists, it will

be stronger for reactions in which electrons are directly parti-

cipating, such as electrode reactions. In thicsrreview, we propose

to examine and"idiscuss especially the charge transfer reactions

taking place under near-equilibrium conditions and those far

from equilibrium in a solid, metal or semiconductor in contact

with antelectrolyte containing an oxidation-reduction system in

solution; we will also observe the influence of the solid's elec-

tronic structure on the electrode reaction and compare the

results anticipated by the theoretical analysis with those ob-

tained from experimental determinations. This subject is

currently of great interest also due to the increasing importance

of semiconductor electrodes; this importance has long been recog-

nized through numerous applications: on this subject, it is

difficult to remember that,in many types of batteries, electrodes

made of semadonductor oxides are used, and that the passivityt

phenomena, which are so important in the field of corrosion, are

due to semiconductor surface layers.

The preparation of solids of high purity or containing

strictly,:controlled impurities has recently made it possible to

* Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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undertake a series of very pertinent investigations on the electro-

chemical behavior of semiconductors, following the original ob-

servation in 1955 by Brattain and Garrett [] that germanium's

electronic structure exerted a direct effect on electrode

reactions. Theoretical research has been carried out concurrently

with experimental work for the interpretation of these results,

at first by Green [2] and Dewald [3], and then by Dewald [4]

again, but mainly by Gerischer -[5-9]. Other authors who have

made basic contributions in this field are Marcus [10], Dogonadze

[11] and Levich [12]. Gerischer is the first researcher to

adequately study, i.e., using quantum mechanics methods, the

electrochemical oxidation-reduction reactions [5] in metals [6]

and in semiconductors [7]. We shall refer often to thesewworks,

which were published in 1960 and 1961.

Oxidation-Reduction Reactions and the Tunnel Effect

As is known, during an anodic electrochemicalioxidation-.

reduction reaction:

R -+ 0 + 6'JIr

or, ,aduring4 a acathodi cn reaction:

0 +; 8 R

(where R indicates the reduced species and O the oxidized species

of an oxidation-reduction system, and 6 indicates the electron),

the transfer of electrons takes place through the double layer at

the interface " between the electrode (metal or semiconductor) and

the electrolyte.

This requires that a potential barrier be surmounted.

Gurney [13] has shown that electrons, having a relatively small

mass, throughothe quantum mechanics tunnel effect are able to

surmount the potential barrier with a much higher probability than

2
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that of the transfer between different energy levels, i.e. by ex-

citation of the electron at energy levels high enough to overcome

the barrier.

Thi is due to the fact that the probability that a particle

of mass m and energy E6 1s able to overcome a rectangular energy

barrier with height Eo and width a is given (if it ocdurs by the

tunneling effect) by the expression:

(where h is Planck's constant) [14], while, if it occurs through /440

excitation, it is given by Boltzmann's exponential:

exp (-Ea/kT)

(where k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature).

It can be seen from these formulas that fbr particles with

small mass, such as the electron, the tunnel effect is favored

(for example, if Ea = 1 eV, a = 5 , we have 6-10-3 and 5-10-12,

respectively, and with Ea = 4 eV we have 4-10-5 and 6-10-46 at

2500C); for heavy particles such as metal ions with a mass larger

than that of the electron by a factor of 105, the tunnel effect

becomes negligible.

As is known, the overcoming of an energy barrier by the tunnel

effect occurs between two quantum states, initial and final, with

the same energy value, and, precisely in the cases considered

here, during the anodic process there will be a transfer of the

electron from a quantum state occupied in the electrolyte to an

unbccupied ne in the electrode with the same energy, while during

the cathodic process, the reverse will occur.

3
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It is thus indispensable to briefly recall some concepts of

the distribution of quantum states as a function of their energy,

and the manner in which they are occupied by electrons in metals,

semiconductors and electrolytes.

Density of Quantum States

According to the band model, in solids there is a succession

of quantum states that can be grouped in bands: these quantum

stateslare occupied by electrons in order of increasing energy

and according to the exclusion principle (not more than one

electron per quantum state).

In the case of metals, the bands are partially filled. The

probability that an energy level (i.e. the whole 8d the corres-

ponding quantum states) is occupied by the electrons as a func-

tion of the energy E of that levellis determined with Fermi'Diliac

statistic~~liand is expressed by Fermi's function:

S xp (E - E ,A)IkT + 1

where EF,M respresents the energy of the so-called Fermi level.

Fig. 1 shows the course of Fermij.function as a function of

energy: the dotted curve refers to the case in which the tempera-

ture is 00 K, and the solid curve refers to the case in which the

temperature is higher than 00 K. As the figure and theabove:equa-

tion show, at absolute zero all energy levels below Fermi's level

are occupied by electrons, while those above are not occupied;

because of thermal agitation at temperatures higher than absolute

zero, some levels with lower energy than that of Fermi's level are

not completely occupied and some with higher energy are not

completely unoccupied. In addition, when E = EF,M, f(E) = 1/2;

4A)
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f(E) this means that Fermits level repre-

Ssents the energy level whose occupation

probability is 50%. when the temperature
o is different from absolute zero.

EEM E

In order to know the number ofFig. 1. Course of
Fermi's function as a electrons occupying the different ener-
function of energy for
a metal at 00OK (dashed gy levels as a function of the energy

line) and at T > 0 of those levels, it is necessary to
(solid line).(solid line)multiply the probability of occupation

of an energy level that we have just

seen by the number of quantum states corresponding to each level,

i.e., by the density of quantum states DM(E) , f(E) DM(E). Since

the resulting function is rather complex, we shall only look at

its course: Fig. 2 gives the density of quantum states DM,and

the ordinates give the energy E; DM(E) is represented by the solid

linesand the occupation of the various levelshby the dotted line.

Fermi's level EF,M corresponds to a 50% occupation, as can be

seen in the figure. In the example, the first band is almost com-

pletely filled, the second almost completely empty, and the two

bands overlap: we thus have a conductor.

In the case of a semiconductor, the band theory anticipates

forbidden bands (i.e., energy value intervals in which the quantum

state's density is annulled), alternating with permitted bands.

In particular, if a nondegenerated semiconductor is con-

sidered, the valency band will be almost completely filled and

the conduction band almost completely empty, and Fermi's level

will be within the two bands, in the area of the forbidden band.

This means that the following inequalities will be vertified

simultaneously

-ad EE .S,> 2T 5
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(where EF,S indicates Fermi's level and EV and EC the energy levels

corresponding to the edges of the valency and conduction bands,

respectively); thus Fermi's function become approximately equal to

Boltzmann's exponential:

f(E) ---------- -, exp [- (E - Ejs)IkT]
cxp(E-EFis)IkT+1

Fig. 2 represents,/441

in a manner similar to

E E E that previously seen

for metals, the course

of the quantum state

Eo density DS (E) as a

function of energy for
- E,M EFS 7'- EFEI

a nondegenerated semi-
E i conductor,and, as t

usual, the regions of

the bands occupied

O D, DE, by the electrons have
M Metallo Scmicnduttore Elcttrolita by the electrons have

S .a c - been crosshatched.
Fig. 2. Distribution of energy levels
and their occupation by electrods for
a metal, a semiconductor and an elec- When the semi-
trolyte containing an oxidation-

conductor becomes
reduction system as a function of their
energy, at equilibrium (from Gerischer degenerate, its be-
[8]). havior approaches that

Key: a. Metal; b. Semiconductor; of a metal, either
c. Electrolyte because the valency

band has numerous

unoccupied levels or

because the conduction band has numerous occupied levels, due to

failure of either the first or second inequalities consider above.

Boltzmann's approximation is also no longer verified, and the

probability of occupation of the energy levels is expressed by

Fermi's function; in addition, as we shall see later, the

6
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Galvani voltage between the electrode and the electrolyte is al-

most completely localized in the HeUmholtzydoube7~layertas is

the case for metals. This case is thus less interesting, and

it will not be discussed (except when explicitly mentioned),

because it is considered to be included1in the considerations re-

lating to metals.

In order to determine the course of the quantum state density

as a function of the energy of an electrolyte ,containing an

oxidation-reduction system in solution, it is necessary to keep

in mind that the reduced species R represents the occupied elec-

tron states, and the oxidized species 0, the lunoccupied electron

states.

The energy of the occupied electron states is, in fact, equal

to the energy exchanged when an electron located in a quantum

state of the reduced species is brought from the solution to

infinity (vacuum) without any variations in the solvationstruc-

ture,' i.e., it corresponds to the energy of the reaction:

R + 0 + 6,

On the contrary, the energy of the unoccupied electron states is

equal to the energy exchanged when an electron coming from in-

finity (vacuum) is accepted by the oxidized species without changes

in the solvation structure of the latter.

The energy of the electron states will thus be a function of

the various solvation configurations of R and 0, configurations

which keep changing due to thermal motion (for instance, due to

vibrations and rotations of the solvated ions), but which, according

to the Franck4'Condon principle, must remain the same when electron

transfer takes place.

1 This is due, as we shall soon see, to the existence of the
Franck-Condon principle.

7
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The various configurations are present in the solution at

completely different concentrations, depending on their energy,

and it is actually their distribution as a function of energy that

determines the density of the quantum states of the oxidation-

reduction system contained in the electrolyte,: DEI(E). This

latter function is represented in Fig. 2 as a function of energy E:

it has two maxima (as has been shown by Gerischer [5]), corres-

ponding respectively to the energy levels ER and EO for which the

number of existing configurations is maximum. This happens when

the species R or 0 assume their own equilibrium configuration,

i.e., the most probable one. The first of the two maxima has

lower energy than the second one, because it related to the

equilibrium configuration of the occupied electron state; the

second one has higher energy than the first one because it relates

to the equilibrium configuration of the unoccupied electron state;

in addition, the values of the density of the corresponding quan-

tum states DEL(ER) and DE (EO ) are proportional to the concentra-

tion of the reduced and oxidized species, respectively.

Gerischer has shown that Fermi's function relating to the

probabiliy of occupation is valid also in this case: Fermi's

level, which must represent:tthe energy level occupied to an

extent of 50%, will thus have a value depending on the concentra-

tion ratio.

In conclusion, as is ailso seen in the figures, where Fermi's

level EF,E" is also indicated, the electrolyte has a structure

with two superimposed bands, of which theihbandetdflower energy

concerns the occupied energy levels (crosshatched area) and the

other concerns unoccupied levels.

Exchange Equilibrium Condition

When the electrode is placed in contact with the solution

and the equilibrium conditions has been reached, i.e,,t the

8
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electrode voltage s is equal to the equilibiium Voltage e6 and

a Galvani voltage is established between the electrode and elec-

trolyte for which the corresponding Fermi levels become equal

to (see Figs. 3b and 4b):

EF,M = EF,EZ

and, respectively:

EF,S = EF,EI"

Since the electrons' Fermi level corresponds to the electrochemi-

cal potential of the electrons in the phase under study, the above

relationship expresses the electrochemical equilibrium as the

equality of the electrochemical potential of the electrons in

the electrode and in the electrolyte.

The Galvani voltage that has been established between the two

phases irycontact is almost completely localized.,for metals. in

the Helmholtz double layer or, in the case of dilute solutions,

which are not considered here, partially also in the diffuse

double layer in the interior of the solution 2 , while, on the

other hand, for nondegenerated semiconductors, it is almost com-

pletely localized in the diffuse double layer inside the semi-

conductor itself.

This happens because, as we have seen, the concentration of

holes in the valency band is rather low in nondegenerated semi-

conductors 3 as is the concentration of electrons in the conduction

- As is known, the double layer at the e~;ei.deee;ettchy te inter
face isyformred by theRelmholtz double layer,in which chemical
forces with short action range are acting, and of the diffuse
double layer in which Coulombian forces with long range are acting.

3 Since the vacancy of an electron (i.e, a quantum state not oc-
cupied by the electron) in the valency band behaves like a moving
carrier of positive charge, it is handled as a second type of
change carrier called a hole or gap.

9
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band, so that next to the electrode surface in contact with the

electrolyte a region forms, called the region of space charge,

wherein the values of the holes and electron concentration also

differ. substantially from the value that it takes inside the

electrode.

Thus the energy levels corresponding to the surface of a

semiconductor in contact with the electrolytic solation are dis-

placed very slightly relative to the case when the semiconductor

waslisolated, while the occupation of the quantum states near

the surface may be substantially changed, according to the value

of the Galvani voltdge, localized within the space charge region.

In a metal (or in a degenerate semiconductor),in contacthwith

the electrolyte, the opposite takes place: the energy levels are

substantially displaced, because almost the whole Galvani voltage

is localized within the Helmhbltz double layer, while the electron /442

distribution near the electrode's surface changes very little.

As we pointed out at the beginning of thisreview, during an

anodic process, tunneling of electrons occurs from an occupied

quantum state in thenelectrolyte to an unoccupied one, having the

same energy, in the electrode. Thus, theypatialianode current i+
will be proportional to the density of the occupied quantum states

in the electrolyte and of the unoccupied quantum states in the

electrode, with the same energy. The proportionality coefficient

will be closely bound to the frequency with which the electrons

make the transisions. For the partial cathodic current i_, the

reverse is true: it will be proportional to the density of the

occupied quantum states in the electrode and of the unoccupied

quantum states in the electrolytes, with the same energy.

Uhder&Lequilibrium conditions, the partial anodic and cathodic

current are, as is known, equal to each other and to the exchange

current.

10
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SIn the case of a

metal, we have:

a

1+ \ i+ = i = io .

Concerning a metal, in

/ Fig. 3b (diagram on the

right side; abscissa:

current intensity; ordi-

b nate: energy), the

=° - product of the density

_E.. _,- El of quantum states and

of the quantum mechanics

frequency factor for

tunneling corresponding

* DE to each energy value

are given. The integral

of these products rela-

tive to energy, i.e.,

EE/,,,  the area undet the curve,

/ < corresponds to the ex-

change energy.

O o ~, As Gerischer [8]

Fig. 3. Distribution of energy levels has deduced, based on

and their occupation by electrons for simple considerations,
a metal in contact with an electro-
lyte containing an oxidation-reduc- the exchange currents
tion system and anodic and cathodic for the oxidation-reduc-
currents as a functionedf energy,
when the electrode voltage is tion reactions are much
higher (anodic polarization) (a), higher for metals than
equal to (b), and lower (cathodic
polarization) (c) than the equili- for semiconductors. This

brium voltage (from Gerischer [5,6]). is essentially due to

Key: a. Metal; b. Electrolyte the fact that in semi-

conductors the Fermi

11
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level is within the forbidden energy band (Fig, 2), so that no

electron exchanges can take place around this: energy value, while,

on the other hand, in metals the exchange occurs just in an inter-

val of energy values centered around the Fermi level, where the

density of quantum states is high.

The exchange reaction thus occurs in a semiconductor only

under the edge of the valency band and above the edge of the con-

duction band; therefore, two exchange currents are observed for

it; the one relating to the valency band may also be desbribed as

being due to the exchange of holes.

In the formulation of the oxidation-reduction process, it is

in fact possible to distinguish two mechanisms involving holes

and electrons, respectively [3, 71, i.e., the mechanism with

hole transfer:

'(where $ indicatesaa'4hole) and the mechanism with electron trans-

fer already examined:

R 4 0 + $.

It follows that for a semiconductor in general, two exchange

currents may be distinguished (Fig. 4b):

i = i = ip,o p p

.+
I O = in = I ,n,o n n)

the first of which relates to the exchange of holes with the

valency band (and precisely the anode current corresponds to the

transfer from the valency band to the electrolyte, and the

cathodic current to the transfer, from the electrolyte to the

valency band), and the second to the exchange of electrons with the

12
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i

a + conduction band (the
>ino

anode current corresponds

to the transfer into

ES1 , I i the conduction band and

E _ the cathode current

from the conduction

.band).
Ds CC EI

b)
The total exchange

n,0o current is the sumoof

the exchange currents

F.S. EE o of holes and electrons.4

d e

Gerischer has de-

termined that the

0, '~ deciding factor, capable
C) of controlling the

( < Co

~If the forbidden band
EFs-- at the semiconductor's

e I- Isufface.:i.is sufficiently
-,E1 bbroad (more than about

- / 0.5 eV) either only one
of the two exchange

/,currents is practically
observed, or none.
There is however the
possibility of existence

DS ' of a third exchange cur-
e rent,when the presence

S Distribution of energy levels within thefforbidden
ad.tneir occupa.,on by electrons for band of energy levels
a semiconductor in contact with an i~ dueto foreignts'ubstances
electrolyte containing an oxidation- ( ;addi!ti've8) or to surface
reduction system and anodic and cath- effects causes an elec-
odic partial currents as a function of tron exchange at the
energy, when the electrode voltage is energy level of these
higher Canodic polarization) Ca), levels. In this case,
equal to (b) and lower than (c) the it is possible that.
equilibrium voltage (from Gerischer the surface layers may
[5,6]). be the only ones giving
Key: a. Semiconductor; b, Electrolyte; a non-neglibile ex-

c. Valency band; d, conduction cihange current.
band
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predominant exchange mechanism type at equilibrium conditions, is

given by the following difference

EF,E '-(iEF,s - ch,o)

i.e., by the difference between the Fermi level of theaoxidation-

reduction system and the Fermi level of the isolated semiconductor,

assumed to be intrinsic5i iEF,S is displaced by the amount

-eA4H,o, where e represents the absolutevvalue of the electron

charge and 6AH,o represents the Galvani voltage localized in the /443

Helmholtz double layer under equilibrium conditions. The last term

takes into account the displacement of the energy levels corres-

ponding to the semiconductor's surface as a consequence of the

establishment of the Galvani voltage in the Helmholtz double layer,

and, due to the reasons already cited, is very small if the semi-

conductor is not degenerate.

Let us now assume that we eare considering a similar semi-

conductor in contact with two different oxidation-reduction systems

(Figs. 5 and 6). From the above relationship, it can be deduced

that when the electrolyte's Fermi level is very low, so that

EE,EZ < iEF,S - 6APH,o, under equilibrium conditions, the exchange

of holes with the valency band (Fig. 5) is predominant, while

when the Fermi level in the electrolyte is very high, so that

EF,EZ > iEF,S - eAH,o under equilibrium conditions, the exchange

of holes within the conduction band predominates (Fig. 6).

If the two oxidation-reduction systems just considered are

compared with each other, it is immediately.seen that the first is

more oxidizing than the second. In fact, since the Fermi level of

the.'fi~rst system is lower than that of the second one, the average

energy required to ±eimovejhtheielectrons from the occupied states

.5 As is known, an intrinsic semiconductor (isolated and pure) has
the same number of holes in the valency band of electrons in the
conduction band.
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and to bring them into vaccum,at, in-

/'o f~inity is higher in the first case

than in the second one, i.e,, the

- sF.E, 1  course of the anodic process is more

difficult in the first system than in

the second one, and thus the first sys-

tem is morerb:oxidizing.
DS D

Fkgiaigw. Charge trans- In addition, since the Fermi level
fer process at equili- of the electrolyte depends on the con-brium between a semi-
conductor and a centration of the reduced species (cR
strongly oxidizing
oxidation-reduction and of the oxidized species (co),
system (from Gerischer according to the following relationship:
[8]).

EF,EZ = EF,E + kT log cR/CO,

E E

an increase in the concentration of the

S. reduced species relative to that of the

, EE oxidized species favors the exchangesuo

in the conduction band.
/p,o

I .On the other hand, a variation of

E1 the doping does not change the pre-

dominating type of exchange mechanism

Fig. 6. Charge trans- (even though the position of the Fermi
fer process at equili-febrium betweenss at equili- level can vary substantially), since itbrium between a semi-
conductor and a does not play an essential role in the
strongly reducing position of energy levels corresponding
oxidation-reduction
system (from Gerischer to the electrode surface, which are the

determining ones in exchanges with one

band or the other.6

6 Indeed, the exchange current is also indepdndent of the semi-
conductor's doping.
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Anodic and Cathodic Polarization

When the electrode is polar ized, for example, anodically,

the electrode voltage becomes greater than the equilibrium vol-

tage, i.e., c > o, and there is an accumulation of positive

charges, i.e., of holes, in the electrode relative to the electro-

lyte, and thus the Fermi level of the metal or of the semiconductor,

which is by definition equal to the 50% filled energy level,be-

comes less than the electrolyte's Fermi level by an amount /44

proportional to the overvoltage n = e - co, i.e,

EF,M = EF,El - en

and, respectively,

EF ,S = EE,EZ - en

This formula is valid also in the case when the electrode is

cathodically polarized, since in this case the value of the over-

voltage is negative: the Fermi level of the electrode will then

be higher than that of the electrolyte.

Let us now consider Fig. 3 again, relating to a metal: in

Fig. 3b, the case which we have already seen is considered, in

which the electrode voltage is equal to the equilibrium voltage;

in Fig. 3a the case is considered in which the electrode has been

anodically polarized, and in Fig. 3c, the case inqwhich it has

been cathodically polarized. In these two latter cases, it is

seen that the entire band is displacedbby the same amount and in

the same direction as the Fermi level, i.e., downward after anodic

polarization and upward after cathodic polarization.

This also occurs because, as we:,have said, in the Galvani

voltage of the metal, and thus the overvoltage, is almost entirely

localized in the Helmholtz double layer, so that:
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Cwhere 4AH and A H,o represent the Galvani voltage -ocalized in

the Helmholtz double layer in conditions respectively far frndmnand

neari:quitlibrium), and, since the establishment of a Galvani

potential 4 in a phasevuncharged and at infinity, relative to
vacuum, involves displacement by -e5 of the electrons' energy

levels.

The displacement of the energy levels of the metal phase

relative to those of the electrolytic solution, when going from

case a = co to",case e Z Eo, must thus be equal to the variation of

the metal-electrolyte Galvani potential difference, when going

from the equilibrium condition to the nonequilibrium condition,

i.e., equal to A H - A H,o = n.

In conclusion, there will be a displacement of energy levels

of the metal relative to those of the electrolyte equal to a - en.

Once again, the behavior of taonondegenerate semiconductor

is different (Figs. 4a and c): while the Fermi level is displaced

after polarization by an amount -en (as in metals), the energy

levels (and thus the edges of the valency and conduction bands)

corresponding to the semiconductor's surface are displaced relative

to those of the electrolyte, only by -enH.

If we indicate by nH the overvoltagellocalized in the Helm-

holtz double layer and by rC that overvoltage in the space charge

region, we have

/ 7I T11i + TIc ACPu- A ,,, - Aqc -

7 The minus sign appears because if, for example, the phase be-
comes positive, more work must be done to extract the electrons;
i.e., the corresponding energy levels have been displaced downward.
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and q>>q

Thus the greatest effect brought about by a polarization,

anodic for instance, consists of increasing the concentration of

holes in the valency band at the surface of the semiconductor-

and of decreasing that of the electrons in the conduction band,

while the relative position of the energy levels (electrode-

electrolyte) is changed very little (Fig. 4a).

The opposite takes place after cathodic polarization (Fig. 4c).

In Figs. 3 and 4 the partial anodic and cathodic currents as

a function of the energy values are also given. Since, as we

have stated several times, the partial anodic current is propor-

tional to the density of quantum states with the same energy

occupied in the electrolyte and empty in the solid, while the

opposite holds true for the partial cathodic current, when the

overvoltage is positive, the partial anodic current is greater,

and when it is negative, the cathodic partial current is greater.

For a metal, two partial currents can be distinguished, corres4

ponding to. .each overvoltage value: anodic i+ and cathodic i_;

for a semiconductor, four can be distinguished: two partial

anodic, i and i , and two partial cathodic, ip and in.

For a semiconductor, it is further possible to change the

predominant transfer mechanism by polarizing it adequately, as

has been shown by Gerischer [7, 8] in his mathematical treatment.

This can be very well visualized with the examples given by

Gerischer, examples which are now common used, since they are often

quoted by many authors (for instance by Boddy [16]).

Let us consider the semiconductor-electrolyte system, depicted

in Fig. 6, for which, at equilibrium conditions, the electron ex-

change with the conduction band predomihantlyt akes place, and let
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us polarize it anodically. When the voltage change is small, the

transfer of electrons into the donducti-on band still predominates,

although thedpartial cathodic transfer current i is strongly

decreased relative to its value at equilibrium, due to the de-

crease of surface concentrationd&f ;electrons brought about by

displacement of the Fermi level. When the voltage is further in-

creased, a change of the main transfer mechanism is observed,

because, as is seen in Fig. 7, the transfer of holes from the

valency band totthenelectrolyte i + be-
E E p

comes predominant. When the voltage

increase is high enough to cause degene;

n;+4 ration of the semiconductor at its
-- EEI' surface (Fig. 8), an increasing part of

+E the voltage is localized in the Helm- /445

holtz double layer,and the energy

, ; levels are displaced toward values that

are so negative that the valency band

Fig. 7. Charge trans- falls in a region of energy values where

fer process between the there are no energy levels of the
semiconductor and the
strongly reducing electrolyte. The transfer of electrons
oxidation-reduction into the donduction band then becomes
system, represented at
equilibri m conditions predominant, in spite of the high number
in Fig. 6, due to high of holes in the valency band.
anodic polarization
(from Gerischer [81).

When the semiconductor is cathodic-

ally polarized, forhsmall voltage varia-

tions (Fig. 9) we have electron transfer from the conduction band

to the electrolyte still predominating, with a gradual increase of

in; for large variations (Fig. 10), for which the semiconductor

becomes degenerate at its surface, the displacement of the semi-

conductor's energy levels toward less negative values is so large

that the transfer of holes in the valency band becomes predominant,
since there is no longer an overlapping of the energy levels of

the conduction band with those of the electrolyte,
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, E These results may thus be summarized

and extended to the case of a semicone

n E + ductor which at equilibrium conditions

exchanges holes predominantly with
e tI

/. the valency band: near equilibrium,

F / the transfer takes place, when the

iE. current is circulating, at the band

for which the exchange current is
Fig. 8. Charge trans- higher; a further polarization (without.
fer process between
the semiconductor and reaching surface degeneration conditions)
the strongly reducingoxdathe strongly -reduction favors, relatively, the transfer ofoxidation-reduction
system, represented holes from the valency band, if it is
under equilibrium
conderitions in Fig. 6, anodic, or the transfer of electronsconditions in Fig. 6,
due to a very high from the conduction band, if it is
anodic polarization
(rom Gerischer a8). cathodic; a high polarization with(from Gerischer [8]).

strong degeneration, on the other hand,

leads to transfer of electrons in the

E conduction band, if it is anodic, and

7 to transfer of holes in the valency

band, if it is cathodic.

F-.s+

,It rE I Limiting Currents

In the course of the above con-

Isiderations, we have assumed that the
SDEl partition of the carriers in the semi-

Fig. 9. Charge trans- conductor can be treated as if it were
fer process between
the semiconductor and at equilibrium, in spite of current

the strongly reducing circulation. This means that the supply
oxidation-reduction or elimination of the carriers from
system, represented at
equilibrium in Fig. 6, the surface takes place so fast that
due to a small cathodicdue to a small cathodic current circulation does not cause a
polarization (from
Gerischer [8]). change of their concentration in the

surface layer, HOwevdrc th.is' does not
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E Ocu in eyescy case., For instance, if
e a semiconductor of type n is anodically

n polarized, when the oxidation process

t'I takes place predominantly with trans-

S ° fer of holes from the valency band to

the electr.l.ytes, the limited supply

of holes from the interior may lead

to circulation of a limiting current,

the so-called saturation current [8],
Fig. 10. Charge trans- which cannot be further increased
fer process between the
semiconductor and the without increasing the concentration of
strongly reducing the holes, for example, by exposingoxidation-reduction sys-
tem, represented at the sample to light. Indeed, electron
equilibrium in Fig. 6, transport out of the space charge areadue to a very high
cathodic polarization takes place by electric transport,
(from Gerischer [8]). while that of holes, minority carriers,

is mainly controlled by diffusion, and

thus the flow of holes from the inside of the semiconductor toward

the space charge area will depend on their concentration difference,

so that a limiting anodic current is anticipated when the hole

concentration becomes zero- at the boundary plane of the space

charge area toward the inside of the semiconductor. It will thus

be possible to define a hole transport overvoltage, nT,p, repre-

senting the contribution of the hole transport to the overvoltage

localized in the space charge area:

-c =C + ' p,

where8

+ +It can be deduced from this latter.formula that when i = ip,sat

the overvoltage becomes infinite.

8 For typographic reasons, 2,3 kT/e has been indicated by A.
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A similar situation occurs for a semiconductor of type p

cathodically polarized, when the reduction process takes place

predominantly with transfer(df electrons from the electrolytels

conduction band. The limited supply,,in this case of electrons,

from the interior to the surface may lead to a cathodic saturation,

current in,sat.. Analogguly with the previous case, we can then

define an electron transport overvoltage nT,n '

Both in metals and in semiconductors it is further possible

to observe an overvoltage due to transport by diffusion in the

electrolyte of the species taking part in the reaction,' i.e.,

due to transport in the liquid layer located near the electrode's

surface and practically still even when the electrolyte is stirred.

It will thus be possible to reach a limiting current when, at the

electrode surface, the concentration of the reduced species will

become zero during an anodic process (limiting anodic current)

and that of an oxidized species during a cathodic process (cathodic

limiting current).10

Overvoltage-Current Curves /446

Fig. 11 (curves i+ and i_) depicts the course of the over-

voltage as a function of the decimal logarithm of the partial

anodic and cathodic currents for a metal. At the value n = 0,

there is equilibrium, where the two partial currents become equal

to the exchange current. The course is linear, and the two curves

are symmetrical, this being a consequence of the choice of the

value of a, as well shall now see.

9 It is of no interest for the present purposes, and we shall assume
that it is negligiblein the cases considered.

VOIn the case of a semiconductor, this limiting current is easily
distinguishable from the saturation currents, since it does not
increase when the sample is exposed to light.
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( e .erischer [6] hap

indeed calculated that, with

some approximations con-

cerning the density of

quantum states of the metal

and the electrolyte and the

frequency with which the

Siii
;o 1 electrons make the transi-

tions, the slopes of the

curve are equal to:

____ dx]

g dlgi dIgi_

Fig. 11. Dependence of overvol-
tage from partial currents:
anodic (i+) and cathodic (i_)
and from the resulting currents where a represents the
(i) for a charge transfer pro- transfer coefficient for the
cess between a metal and an
oxidation-reduction system partial anodic reaction: it

S0.5). has an approximately constant

value when the overvoltage

varies; between 0 and 1, it is equallyaequal to 0.5.1)

The same result might have been reached by the usual nonquan-

tum-mechanics kinetic and electrochemical methods (see, for ex-

ample, the textbooks by Vetter [7] and Bockris [18]).

These methods assume that the reaction rate (partial current)

depends on the activation energy of the process, 12 i.e., on the

energy difference between the initial energy level and the energy

level corresponding to the maximum of the energy barrier, located

11 In Fig. 11 it has been assumed that a = 0.5,
12 More precisely, the electrochemical free activation enthalpy.
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in the IRelhholtz double layer, which

the electron must overcome in order

that the products may be formed. The

S ,t activation energy depends in its turn

on the overvoltage, since the transfer,

S '. ) > for example, of an electron from the

electrolyte to the metal, as happens

during an anodic process, intuitively

is faster when the metal is more posi-

-tiverelative to the electrolyte. The

variation of reaction rate with changes

of overvoltage must thus be attributed

to the variation of activation energy

., / \of the barrier,and a, the symmetry

'Ii 
\ factor of the barrier (when it it

IgS P equal to 0.5, the barrier is symmetri-

' ip cal) takes into account the shape of

the potential barrier, i.e., of the dis-

tribution of the contribution of over-
Fig. 12. Dependence voltage between the anodic and cathodic
of overvoltage from
the transfer current processes.
of holes (i, iP) and
of electron (1 ,in+
in) for a charge trans- Fig. 11 also depicts the law of
fer process between a dependence <of overvoltage from the re-
type n semiconductor
and an oxidation- sulting current i (equal to the dif-
reduction system
which, at equilibrium, ference between the anodic and cathodic
which, at equilibrium,
exchanges predominant- partial currents), the only one that
ly holes with thevalency band (from is observed experimentally. The coursevalency band (from
Gerischer [8]). is linear13 , with a slope equal to

A/a and to -A/(l - a) (i.e. ±118 mV/

/logarithmic unit at 250C, when a = 0.5), only at overvoltage

values for which the contribution of the anodic, or, respectively,

cathodic, process is negligible. The slope o.f this straight line

3 That is, Tafel's law is valid.
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and ,ts intersection with the straight

line ~ = 0. permit us to obtain, res-

'" pectively, the value of the transfer

/) coefficient and of the exchange current.

Let us now look at the results

concerning a semiconductor.

Fig. 12 depicts ,the overvoltage

P ,a ' curves as a function of the decimal

logarithm of the partial currents for

Sa semiconductor of type n, which, at

equilibrium conditions, exchanges

i q predominantly holes with the valency

' inf band. Fig, 13 illustrates the behavior

- " of a semiconductor of type p, which,
Fig. 13. DependenceFig. 13. Dependence at equilibrium conditions, exchanges
of overvoltage from
the hole transfer cur- predominantly electrons with the conduc-
rents (i+, i ) and

p p tion band.
electron transfer cur-
rents (i+, i,) for a
charge transfer pro- As can be seen from the figures,
cess between a
semiconductor of type which are Gerischer's [8], the course
p and an oxidation- is usually linear, as we have seen
reduction system
which, at equilibrium, for metals, but the slope changes and /447
exchanges predominant- the saturation currents are possible.1
ly electrons with the
conduction band (from
Gerischer [8]). 'Gerischer [7] has determined the

expressions of overvoltage as a func-

tion of the partial currents when the

,) Examination of Figs. 12 and 13 permits us to find the results
already obtained on the manner in which the predominant trans-
fer mechanism varies with polarization. For instance, when
i o > in o (Fig. 12) with anodic polarization, the transfer
o~ holes keeps predominating, while with cathodic polarization
the hole transfer predominates at.first, and eventually elec-
tron transfer will predominate.
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semiconductor is not degenerate and when thed4Stibu.ti'on of the

crriers inside the semiconductor itself may be considered to be

at equilibrium. In particular, for the slopes he found that:

d = A/(l- ) • A/

d - A(I - ) ; -A/d lg i,- d lgig

where B and y are very complex expressions, equal to the product

of two factors, one of which is the derivative dnH/dn.

As long as the semiconductor is not degenerate, the variation

of overvoltage in the Helmholtz double layer with the variation of

the total overvoltage is negligible, as we have seen: consequently,

the above derivation becomes very small and thus 8 and y become

much less3Ithan 1. As a consequence of this (see Figs. 12 and 13),

the slopes of the curves n(i ) and n(in) become respectively
equal toAand i- Ao(i.e., to ±59 mV/logarithmic unit, at 250 C),

while those of curves n(ip) and n(in) are much larger (in absolute

values). The result is again reached. that when the overvoltage

is changed, the rates of the partial anodic processes in the

valency band (i ) and cathodic processes inithe conduction band
(in) vary much more than the rates of the opposite processes.

In Figs. 14 and 15, the curves of overvoltage vs. current

relative to the resulting exchange of holes in the valency band.

and of electrons in the conduction band are given by-the solid

line, respectively, in the case where ip,, > in,o and ip,0 
< in,o,

evidencing doping of the semiconductor with the letters p and n.

The dashed line represents the course of the resulting current

and corresponds to the curve that should be observed experimentally

in the hypothesis that the diffusion overvoltage is negligible.
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The lfigures are .self.jexplanar-

tory on the basis- of what we

have already seen, It is

only appropriate to observe

here that if, near the equili-

brium voltage, ba < bc (or

io bc < ba), where ba and bc

represent the absolute value of

the slope of the linear portion

(Tafel slope), respectively..,

anodic and cathodic, of the

resulting curve, the transfer

---- _ under equilibrium conditions

t(--;) takes place predominantly in
:/ I; ,the valency band (or in the

. .Fig. . conduction band). s5 In addi-
Fig. 14. Dependence of over-
v;oltage from the''urrents in tion, when a high value cannot
relation to the resultingrelation to the resulting nd be reached, which would make ithole transfer (i+ ni) and
electron transfer (i - i-) possible to observe the satura-
(solid lines) and from the
resulting current (i) .(dashed tion currents, if the portion
line ))for a charge transfer of the curve far from equilibrium
process between a type p or (where both bands con-
n semiconductor and an oxi- voltage
dation-reduction system that, tribute) ba < bc, the semi-
at equilibrium, exchanges
predominantly holes with the conductor is of type p; other-

valency band ("from Gerischer wise, it is type n.
[9,]).

Interpretatlon)df Experimental
Results

In the preceding parts of this review, we have discussed the

theory by means of which the oxidation-reduction reactions taking

place on metals and semiconductors are studied. Let us now

'5 This result follows from neglecting the contribution of one of
the two bands.
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examine the more important

experimental results obtained

- - by various authors, which

best conifiirm the theo-

retical predictions.

oi First of all, while

the results relating to

oxidation-reduction reac-

tions in metals are very

numerous [17] (even if their

S,, interpretation is often

(, complicated by superposi-

I, tion of diffusion phenomena
Ig ji

in solution [19"23]),,those
Fig. 15. Dependence of overvol-

on semiconductors are rathertage from the currents relating
to the resulting hole transfer scarce [9]. In practice,
(i+ - i-) and electron transfer
p P most of the determinations

(i4 - i) (solid lines) and from
the resulting current (i) .(dashed have been made with germanium,
line) for a charge transfer pro- in which, however, the pro-
cess between a type p or n semi- cesses of anodic solution
conductor and an oxidation-
reduction system which, at and cathodic hydrogen evo-
equilibrium, exchanges predomi- lution are superPoedo on /448
nantly electrons with the
conduction band (from Gerischer the reaction studied, or
[9]). with semiconductors having

a broad band of forbidden

energy, for which practically

only one of the two processes can be observed, the anodic one

when they are type p, such as nickel oxide, and the cathodic one

when they are type n, such as zinc oxide, cadmium sulfate and

potassium tantalate.16

16 Recently, some semiconductors with broad bands have been ob-
tained, such as SiC and GaP, which may be either type p or n.
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Fig, 16 gives the re-

suits obtained by Essin [24.

on the law of dependence of

S0,4 overvoltage from the partial
0,3 ,/
0, - / currents and from the. re.

i 0,2
sulting current for the

-. oxidation-reduction reaction
1,i <Il . Ti4+/Ti 3+

-o, Ti /Ti on a mercury

.,2 ' electrode, There is satis-

o,a3 factory, although not perfect,

-3 -2 0 1 agreement with the deductions
Ig i+ from the above theoretical
Ig i_

,n .i analysis (Fig. 11),.since

Fig. 16. Dependence of overvol- the absolute value of the
tage from anodic (i+) and cath-
odic (i_) partial currents and observed slopes is between
from the resulting current (i) 13 4 and 155 mV/loganithmic
for the oxi ation-reduction
reaction Ti +/Ti3 + on mercury unit1  (instead of being
at 250 C. Composition of solu- equal to 118 mV/logarithmic
tions (e) Ti4+ 0.21 M + Ti3+
0.017 M + H2 SO4 1 M. (+) Ti4+ ,, unit) for anodic straight

0.17 M + Ti3+ 0.03 M + H2 SO 4  lines, and between 113 and
1 M (from Essin [24]). 144 mV for the cathodic ones.

Beck and Gerischer [25] have utilized the limiting current

which is observed during anodic dissolution of germanium in acid

solution.! of type n semiconductors as an index of the mechanism

of a superimposed oxidation-reduction reaction. Indeed, when the

reductionoof an oxidized system with transfer of holes from the

electrolyte to the valency bands, as in the case of the reduction

reaction of the Ce ion to Ce 3+ (Fig. 17), is superposed on the

solution reaction, an increase of the limiting current is ' *:

17 Determinations have been made at 250C.

.i That reaction proceeds in the following manner:
Ge + me - Ge4+ + (4 ~ m).

where 2 < m < 4, i.e., it consumes holes and produces electrons.
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o2 observed"'~  on the other hand, when

a concurrent reaction, also con.-

suming holes, as in the case of the

* oxidation of ferrocyanide ions to
0

ferricyanide, is superimposed, a

decrease of the limiting current
.0 2 4 8 10 2 is observed (Fig. 18). In both cases,

1i(mA/cm 2
)

since the oxidation-reduction sys-

Fig. 17. Dependence tems are strongly oxidizing, the
of voltage vs. a
calomel electrode reaction takes place in the valency
from the current den- bands2 0 , while for poorly oxidizing /449
sity for germanium of systems, such as 3+/2+ it takes
type n in H2 SO 4 0.5 M systems, such as V/V, it takes
(x), in H2 S04 0.5 M + place in the conduction band (see
Ce:(S04)2'0.:02 'M (o) and";'

HeSO 0.5 M + Ce(SO4)2  Fig. 19) where it is seen that the

0.2 (o) at 250C (from oxidation of the V2+ ion to V 3+

Beck and Gerischer [25]). brings about a strong increase of the

limiting current £fr type n germanium).

In addition, these authors have been able to verify that the ex-

change currents of the oxidation-reduction reactions are higher

for metal electrodes than for semiconductor electrodes.

For semiconductors having a very broad forbidden band, the

experimental results are also in agreement with theory [4, 29-33].

In Fig. 20 the course of the voltage-current density curve

for the cathodic reduction of ferricyanide ions to ferrocyanide

at 250C on a zinc oxide crystal is given as an example. The law

is linear, with a slope equal to -59 mV/logarithmic unit, in

perfect agreement with theory, in the hypothesis that a variation

19 The same results are obtained by studying th'e reaction of
Fe 3+ reduction on gallium arsenide of type n [261.

20 Tomashov and do-workers [27] and Pleskov [28] have observed that
strongly oxidizing systems such as H202 /H 2 0 and Fe3+/Fe 2 + in-
stea4exchange electrons with the conduction band when the
cathodic polarization is very high, in agreement with Gerischer's
theory.
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2.2 of the Helholtz double layer is

I'D /-I negligible -hen the total voltage

,, change (B = y 0.,

1,2

o It has recently been found by
0,8 ,

, o a Bianchi and colleagues [34] that

0,4 oxide films2" on stainless steel
0,2

0o are semiconductors for which both
-o,2 ___ oxidation and reduction processes

0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5

S(mA/cm
2 J may be observed.

Fig. 18. Dependence of
voltage vs. calomel elec- Fig, 21 gives the overvoltage
trode from the current curves of the anodic and cathodic
density for type n germa-
nium in H2 SO 4 0.05 M (*), processes as a~unction of the
H S04 0.05 M + K4Fe(CN)6 current density for the oxidation-
0.085 M (x) and H2 SO 4  reduction reaction ferrocyanide-0.025 M + K4Fe(CN)6
0.140 M (A) at 2500C ferricyanide, taking place onoxides
(from Beck and Gerischer
[25]). formed at two different temperatures,

iD representing the limiting current

observed on platinum electrodes.2.

The course of the curves is very similar to that pictured in

Fig. 14, regarding a semiconductor of types p and n, which, at

equilibrium conditions, exchanges predominantly holes with the

valency band. Indeed, near thecequilibrium voltage, it is possible,

in both cases, to identify in the anodic branch a linear portion

with slope about 60 mV/logarithmic unit, while for the cathodic

branch, this slope is (in absolute values) much higher. This is

in agreement with the theoretical predictions for a strongly

21 These filmsi-, are transpar,ent, invisible to the naked eye, but
of significant thickness, and have been found to be promoters
of pitting corrosion [35]; their nature is poorly understood [31].

22 For platinum, the exchange current density of the oxidation-
reduction process is much higher than for semiconductor oxides,
by a factor of about 10-4105 [21, 36], in agreement with theory.
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oxidizing oxidationreductgon

system, such. as the one under
1,2

:1,9 j . consideration, when the con-

tribution of the conduction
0, ,band can be:,neglected. At

3 o--- --- higher current densities,

o where both bands contribute,

-o,3 a sharp differentiation is

_ ,observed between the values
0 2 3 4 of the anodic and cathodic

(m A/cm )
slopes relating to the two

Fig. 19. Dependence of voltage
vs. calemel electrode from the films. Indeed, for the film
current density for type p ger- formed at 3000.C, the cathodic
manium (dashed lines) and type
n germanium (solid lines) in slope is (in abslute value)
H2SO 4 1 M (A), in H2 S04 1 M + less than the anodic slope23
+ VSO4 0.017 M (e), and in
H2 SO4 1 M + VSO04 0.033 M (x and while for the one formed at
*), at 25°C (from Beck and 150 0 C, the opposite occurs,
Gerischer [25]). and the'itendency to a cathodic

saturation current is

0 0 / less marked. If we keep

in mind the previous

treatment, there is no

doubt that the conduction

K properties of the oxide
-0,2 films can be deduced from

a ON10  these results: the first

-o,3 of type n and the second

of type p, respectively.
165 1 10o3  162  10

I ( mA/c,,2 23 In order not to com-

Fig. 20, Dependence of voltage vs. promise the integrity

calomel electrode from current densi- of the oxide film,
ty for the oxi dation-reduction reac- it is not possible

tion [Fe(CH)8] "/[Fe(CH)gi64-on zinc to reach very high
oxide at 250C (from Dewald [4]). absolute values of

overvoltage.
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0 - o

o O°
a 00

* 00
SO0

o O0- 0 0
* 0

0 0

0. 0
0 0
* 0

0 0
o 0 u = 2,5 mA/cm2

-0,2 0

-4 -3 -2 -1
10 10 10 10 1

I (mA/cm 2)

Fig. 21. Dependence of overvoltage from current den-
sity for tpe oxidation-reduction reaction [Fe(CH)6.-]3"/
/[Fe(CN)6] - on an oxide film obtained by oxidation
in dry air respectively at 3000C (e) and at 1500C (6)
of a sample of austenitic stainless steel AISI 304 L.
Temperature 250 C. Composition of the solution:
K3 Fe(CN) 6 0.1 M + K4Fe(CN)6 0.1 M + Na 2 S04 0.5 M
(From Bianchi [14]).

Bianchi and co-workers [34, 37-391 have further been able to

establish a phenomenological correlation between conduction pro-

perties of oxide films and susceptibility to pitting attack: the

type p film is the least susceptible; the type n film is the

most susceptible to this type of corrosion. This has been inter-

preted to be due to the lack of stoichiometry of the film, i.e.,

to the existence in the type p film of metallic vacancies, and

of anionic vacancies in the type n films2 4 ; these latter were the

conditions for penetration of the chloride ions of the attacking

solution into the film itself, and thefefore for seeding the

pittings.

24 As is known, when the metallic vacancies are ionized, holes
are injected into the valency band; when anionic vacancies are
ionized, electrons are injected into the conduction band.
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It has recently been found that copper oxide films are also

poorly susceptible to pitting corrosion, contrary to those of

type n [40].

Conclusions

We have described in this review the manner in which it is

possible to study the oxidation-reduction electrochemical reactions

according to quantum-mechanics methods, when the electrodes on /450

which these reactions take place are metals or semiconductors.

After explaining that the charge transfer of an electron at

the electrode-electrolyte interfac6e occurs via a tunneling process

between two quantum states of the same energy, we have reviewed

the fundamental concepts relating to quantum state density and

their occupation by electrons in metals, semiconductors and

electrolytesi; containing an oxidation-reduction system in solution.

For these latter types, the occupied electron states are represented

by the reduced species, and the unoccupied states by the oxidized

species.

When the electrode is immersed in the measuring solution and

the electrode voltage is equal to the equilibrium voltage, the

partial anodic and cathodic currents arenequal to each other and

to the exchange current; when the electrode voltage is higher

than the equilibrium voltage, i.e., the overvoltage is positive,

the anodic partial current is greater, and when the overvoltage is

negative, the cathodic partial current is greater.

During the anodic process, transfer of electrons takes place

from an unoccupied quantum state in the electrolyte to an unoccupied

one, with the same energy value, in the electrode: the anodic

partial current will thus be proportional to the density of the

quantum state occupied in the electrolyte and of the unoccupied
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quantum states, with the same energy, in the electrode, The

opposite is true for the partial cathodic current.

In the case of a semiconductor, the existence of the forbidden

band should be kept in mind, and, if it is not degenerate, the

existence of a small concentration of holes in the valency band

and of electrons in the conduction band, so that two anodic par-

tial currents are possible, due respectively to the transfer of

holes from the valency band of the electrolyte and the transfer

of electrons from the electrolyte to the conduction band, and two

corresponding cathodic partial currents. The intrinsic properties

of the semiconductor and the electrolytet s oxidation-reduction

voltage (and thus the relative concentrations of the oxidized and

reduced species) determine whether, at equilibrium conditions,

the transfer occurs predominantly at the valency band or at the

conduction band. By polarizing the semiconductor, it is obviously

possible to change the main transfer mechanism, since polarization

favors (without reaching surface degeneration conditions) the

transfer of holes from the valency band if it is anodic and,

relatively, that of electrons from the conduction band, if it is

cathodic.

When the oxidation-reduction process takes place with extrac-

tion of minority carrier, i.e., holes from a type n semiconductor

or electrons from a type p semiconductor, it is possible to observe

saturation currents, anodic and cathodic respectively. This is a

method for obtaining information on the doping of the semiconductor.

The law of dependence of the overvoltage from the logarithm

of partial currents is linear for metals, while this happens only

within limited ranges of current values for semiconductors. In

any case, the overvoltage curves as a function of the logarithm

of the absolute value of the resulting current are obtained experi-

mentally, and this makes their interpretation more difficult.
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In the case of metals, however, the resulting current is

identida'i with the partial currents in the regions where the

contribution of one of the two partial pressures is negligible,

i.e., for high absolute overvoltage values. In that case, Tafel's

law is valid, which enables us to obtain the values of the

kinetic parameters: exchange current and transfer coefficient.

The analysis is more complex in the case of semiconductors.

From the relative slopes of the anodic and cathodic branches in

the region near the equilibrium voltage (where the contribution of

the band with lower exchange current is negligible), it is possible

to deduce which of the two transfer mechanisms takes place pre-

dominantly under equilibrium conditions, while from the relative

slopes in the area far from thei.equilibrium voltage (where it is

indispensable to take into account the contribution of both bands),

it is possible to deduce whether the semidonductor is type p or n,

even if the saturation currents are not taken into account.

As we have seen, the experimental results are in agreement

with the theoretical predictions. There are many more results

available for metals (which also have a higher value of the ex-

change currents) than for semiconductors. A semiconductor satis-

fying simultaneously both the following conditions has not yet

been found: (1) not to give parasitic reactionsssuperimposing on

and masking the oxidation-reduction processes, such as anodic

solution of the semiconductoriitself or cathodic hydrogen develop-

ment, and (2) not to have too broad a band of forbidden energy,

so as to enable us to observe both the anodic and cathodic pro-

cess. The films formed by air oxidation of austenitic stainless

steels probably do satisfy these conditions, but, as we have

pointed out, they are still little known and not well-defined.

It would thus be very useful to find new stable semiconductors,

with well-defined and reproducible properties, which might be of
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type p or n, They would also permit us to check into the small

further details of the theoryreported in this review, which we

have been obliged to pass over due to reasons of space.

I wish to thank Prof. G. Bianchi for his suggestions and

advice.
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